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Iowa History and Culture:
A Bibliography of Materials
Published from 1987 through 1991
Part 3
COMPILED BY PATRICIA N . DAWSON
THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY completes the listing of works on
Iowa history and culture published during the years 1987-
1991. Two previous installments appeared in the Spring and
Summer 1993 issues. This bibliography supplements the
book, Iowa History and Culture: A Bibliography of Materials
Published Between 1952 and 1986, compiled by David Hudson
and I and published in 1989 by the State Historical Society of
Iowa in association with Iowa State University Press. Subject
arrangement of this listing follows closely the organization of
the 1989 book. Brief annotations are included when the sub-
ject classification or title do not sufficiently reveal the nature
of the material. Included in this list are a few items published
earlier than 1987 that escaped us in the compilation of the
1989 book.
I would like to thank David Hudson and Earl Rogers of the University of
Iowa for invaluable assistance in retrieving citations, and the staff at the
State Historical Society of Iowa for clarification of some material. The
Annals of Iowa 52 (Fall 1993). © The State Historical Society of Iowa,
1993.
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